
Scaling up 
startups 
within a 
sharing 
economy

 Perwiratama’s QSR chain expects 
to open more outlets in West Java, 
while its tech startup is looking 
for partners for investment 
and frozen food supply, writes 
ARIEF FACHRUDIN. A 

 
fter 10 years in charge of operations for the broiler, 

layer and feedmill businesses of Indonesia’s QL Group, 
Cecep M Wahyudin left last year and sold his shares in 
the business.

He planned to use the money from the sale to expand 
his own food businesses, the D’Colonel quick service 
restaurant chain and his digital food startup, etanee.

Both businesses come under Perwiratama Group, a big 
holding company with poultry-focused subsidiaries, where 
Mr Wahyudin is Chairman of the board. He established 
the group with friends from IPB University.

Total review

Started in 2018, D'Colonel set out to find a niche in the 
QSR industry.

“We differentiated ourselves not through our fried 
chicken, but through our sambal [chilli sauces]. This 
led to the creation of ‘jagonya ayam pedas' tagline, 
which means ‘the champion of spicy chicken’," said Mr 
Wahyudin.

Focusing on sambal allowed D’Colonel the freedom to 
develop new chicken-based dishes. As a result, the chain 
recently launched Priangan and Balinese spicy rice with 
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D’Colonel has more than 20 dishes. New ones are in the pipeline.

Cecep M Wahyudin
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Building broiler capacity
 
Arwinda Perwira Utama, a Perwiratama subsidiary devoted to broiler production 
and processing, plans to open a new broiler PS breeding farm and hatchery this 
year. "We will start small," said Mr Wahyudin.

Arwinda can currently raise 500,000 broilers per cycle, though last year it 
dropped its production to 90,000 birds, as Mr Wahyudin predicted that the price 
of  live birds would decline. 

With its new 2000 bph chicken slaughterhouse in Cianjur, commissioned early 
last year, Arwinda absorbs live broilers from nearby farmers, slaughters the birds 
and sells them on etanee. 

"I invited them to slaughter their birds at our slaughterhouse, rather than 
selling them to middlemen at USD 0.79/kg. We were able to sell the carcasses for 
USD 2.02, so after the slaughter and cold-storage costs, they got USD 1.23/kg from 
us," said Mr Wahyudin.

Costing USD 1.4 million and using Chinese technology, the new slaughterhouse 
produces whole carcasses, portioned cuts, boneless cuts and marinated chicken 
meat. The majority of  these are supplied to D'Colonel and etanee.

The semi-automatic slaughterhouse is equipped with a 200-ton cold storage 
facility, 5-ton blast freezers and an ice-flake machine.

"Last year the slaughterhouse processed 300,000 birds/month. This year we will 
escalate it to 450,000 birds, which is in line with the expansion of  D'Colonel and 
etanee," Mr Wahyudin revealed.

D’Colonel’s Priangan spicy rice with 
chicken popcorn.

chicken toppings. These toppings 
include popcorn chicken, crispy 
chicken skins and chicken tulips.

The chain now has more than 20 
varieties. New ones, including grilled 
chicken and other traditional meals 
made from white and native chicken, 
are in the pipeline.

Outlet expansion

The chain aims to grow to 10 
restaurants and increase its street 
stalls from 40 to 60 in the near 
future. These will all be in West Java, 
mainly in second-tier cities.

The restaurants are designed to 
resemble a broiler closed house,  
while the stalls, under the Petak Petok 
brand, are simple small booths. This 
year, the chain will launch another 
new brand with stall-style outlets to 
target middle-to-low-end consumers.

In expanding its outlets, D'Colonel 
has chosen the hospitality system 
over the franchise model. Partners 
buy an outlet as an asset, while 
D'Colonel operates it, standardizes 
orders and performs audits. An online 

point-of-sale program allows partners 
to check their performance in real 
time.

"D'Colonel aims to compete with 
existing international QSR chains in 
Indonesia through its authenticity, 
differentiation, quality and innovative 
menus," said Mr Wahyudin.

Funding and partners

In 2017, Mr Wahyudin set up the 
startup etanee to digitize the meat 
supply chain by connecting suppliers 
with consumers. This, he hoped, 
would stabilize prices. 

Now the startup has evolved into 
an advanced app that also provides 
a digital trading ecosystem for meat 
shops, food sellers and grocery 
retailers in traditional markets.

etanee’s frozen foods include 
chicken meat, beef and further-
processed meats such as sausages 
and nuggets.

"In its first year, I invested USD 
360,000 in etanee to develop the 
technology. Currently the average 
monthly transaction value is around 
USD 215,000," he revealed.

Since the second half of last 
year, etanee has been open for 
external funding from both local and 
international investors. Mr Wahyudin 
said investors from Japan and China 
have shown interest.

With just USD 2 million from the 
investors, Mr Wahyudin said etanee 
could increase its coverage nationally 
and spend more on advertising and 
promotions.

"Creating price stability is our 
main purpose. Offering discounts 
on chicken meat will disrupt market 
prices," he added.
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Chicken meat is etanee’s best-selling 
commodity.

The restaurant in Cianjur was designed to have a fun ambience.
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Shariah-based agrifood
 
Mr Wahyudin decided to leave QL to develop a shariah-based agrifood holding 
cooperative with professional corporate management system.

“Indonesia’s Vice-President, Ma’ruf  Amin, personally asked me to empower the 
Muslim economy through entrepreneurship. I believe the cooperative is a good 
solution,” he said.

The cooperative will work on projects upstream and downstream such as corn 
plantations and introducing students from Islamic boarding schools to broiler 
farming.

“Indonesia currently has 2.7 million students in Islamic boarding schools,” he 
said. “If  we improve their nutrition so that each student consumes one chicken 
carcass per month, we will need 2.7 million broilers every month. That is a big 
number. The cooperative can guide the broiler farming business and control its 
financial management,” he added.

Besides funding, etanee is also 
looking for partners. Producers and 
suppliers of frozen raw and processed 
meats and seafood are sought.

By joining etanee, they will not 
need cold storage facilities since 
Etanee has been developing a 
network of stockists with their own 
cold storage capacity. The digital 
platform allows stocks to be checked 
in real time.

Another benefit is cost efficiency, 
Mr Wahyudin said. "If they sell their 
products via supermarkets, the 
operators will ask for a higher fee 
and they can’t check on their stocks 
dynamically,” he added.

Business models

Although it is still a young business, 
etanee has received accolades. It was 
recently named one of 50 Indonesian 
startups to join Alibaba for training at 
its headquarters in China. Last August, 
it won the Technology Innovation 
Award from an Indonesian media 
company for its efforts to digitize the 
agrifood supply chain and control 
prices.

etanee continues to bring new 
features to its app. In the next 
update, Mr Wahyudin said it will allow 
international buyers for products 
traded on it.

etanee’s core business model 
is different from food delivery 
apps, such as Gojek and Grab, and 
e-commerce retailers like JD and 
Lazada. Its main purpose is to digitally 
connect frozen-food suppliers with 
buyers. In between, etanee organises 
stockists where products are stored 
for delivery.

etanee fixes top and bottom prices 
for meat products. Chicken meat, for 
instance, has a ceiling of USD 2.51.
kg and a reserve price of USD 2.08. 
This guards against over-charging 
consumers and protects farmers from 
losses.

"We developed this feature in the 
spirit of the sharing economy. Anyone 
with a freezer can be our stockist, and 
anyone with a motorbike can be a 
partner driver," said Mr Wahyudin.

This feature also allows provincial 
governments in Indonesia to digitize 
the supply of agricultural produce so 
that prices can stabilize. In the first 
half of this year, etanee will sign an 
agreement with the government of 
North Maluku. Partnerships with other 
provincial governments will follow. 

The app’s second main feature is 
its marketplace for restaurants and 
food stalls, where they can buy raw 
materials through etanee. It also 
allows them to sell their meals to 
etanee users as a free service, to help 
them develop their business.

The third feature is a store that 
allows meat shops, traditional markets 
and frozen food suppliers to digitize 
their businesses. Prima Freshmart, 
the retail arm of CP Indonesia, and 
Cipanas traditional market in Cianjur 
are among the stores on the platform.
AM
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etanee has its own delivery riders. Anyone 
with a motorbike can apply.

D’Colonel aims to compete with international QSR chains through its authenticity, quality 
and differentiation.

e tanee aims to digitize the agrifood supply 
chain and connect suppliers with consumers.


